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TouchPoint, Inc. Acquires Vanas Medical Storage Solutions
Effective today, TouchPoint, Inc., the parent company of Supply Point Systems, Ltd.
(SPS), has completed the acquisition of Vanas Medical Storage Solutions (Vanas).
Vanas is a Belgium based supplier of self-service, computerized distribution systems for
medication and medical supplies in hospitals and healthcare facilities.
Like SPS’s Mediwell Systems, Vanas serves various segments of the global Healthcare
industry and is particularly strong in the European and Middle Eastern markets. Vanas
offers a packaged solution that includes the medical vending equipment and software
needed to manage and control the distribution of medication and supplies.
“We are excited for this opportunity to expand our medical product line and look forward
to adding Vanas solutions to our portfolio”, said Mark Peers, Managing Director of
Supply Point Systems. “Vanas is a long standing customer of SPS’s medical vending
cabinets and equipment, which Vanas has run on their own proprietary software
package for their served markets. By combining SPS’s best-in-class inventory
management equipment and software with Vanas’s expertise in medical vending, we
are well positioned to deliver additional value to our global customers.”
Additional information on Vanas can be found on their website at
www.vanasmedical.eu.
About SPS
Supply Point Systems was formed in 1998 to design, develop and manufacture the
innovative SupplyPoint point-of-use inventory management system. Through continuous
investment, development and focused expansion, Supply Point Systems, together with
our network of skilled and dedicated distributors, have become firmly established as a
world leader in automated point-of-use inventory solutions.
Through close working relationships with our distributors and end users, SPS products
are continuously evolving to provide ever improving benefits. Our custom design skills,
coupled with a unique knowledge of real-life inventory management requirements,
enable us to produce products which consistently deliver tangible benefits to
organisations of any size.
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